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Abstract-Crater formation may be divided into high-pressure, excavation, and modification stages. 
The first two have been investigated by both numerical simulation and observation. A model of the 
transient crater, which marks the end of the excavation stage and represents the initial boundary 
conditions of the modification stage, is constructed by combining the properties of cratering flow 
fields during the excavation stage and the implications of both gravity and strength scaling applied to 
individual craters at basin dimensions. The transient crater model possesses the following charac-
teristics: 1) transient craters are small, 'deep, melt-lined cavities at the center of a much larger 
fragmental zone established by the primary shock; 2) material in the fragmented and surrounding 
elastic zones are in motion and uplifted, and 3) material strength properties increase significantly, 
possibly discontinuously, with increasing range from the point of impact. These characteristics 
indicate: 1) both gravitational and elastic energy sources are available to drive the modification stage; 
2) dynamic rather than static physical mechanisms govern the modification stage; 3) strength effects 
due to mechanical, compositional and thermal variations are apparently erased before excavation at 
basin sizes; and 4) virtually all basin rings form within the boundaries of the dissociated zone. The 
last points imply that the physical mechanisms assumed in both the nested crater and elastic 
lithosphere/asthenosphere models of basin ring formation may be inconsistent with the state of the 
transient crater and its surroundings. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most complex problems in planetary geology and geophysics is the deter-
mination of the nature of the impact cratering processes at scales of tens to thousands of 
kilometers that produce the complex morphological structures of multiring basins. Direct 
experimental investigation of very large scale cratering phenomena is presently im-
possible. Thus construction of a comprehensive model of basin formation requires use of 
as many indirect sources of information and data as possible, which to date include 
theory (primarily scaling), numerical impact calculations, models and data describing 
material properties, geophysical measurements (primarily seismic and gravitational), 
petrological measurements (from drill cores and surface samples), as well as dimensional 
and photogeological observations. The cratering process is frequently considered to be 
divided into three stages (e.g., Gault et al., 1%8; Kreyenhagen and Schuster, 1977): 1) a 
short high-pressure stage of initial contact between the projectile and the planetary crust, 
2) a longer excavation or cratering flow stage culminating in the formation of a transient 
crater, and 3) a still longer modification stage during which the transient crater is modified 
into the observed final geologic form. The high-pressure and excavation stages have been 
investigated directly both empirically and by computer simulation. Direct investigations 
of the modification stage are hampered by limited understanding of the response of 
cratered materials to physical conditions prevailing during the modification stage (e.g., 
Swift, 1977). However, if the initial and final boundary conditions of the modification 
stage can be specified, then the energy sources available to drive modification can be 
evaluated, and particle motions required to transform the initial state into the final state 
can be constrained. Physical mechanisms consistent with the energy sources and particle 
motions may be suggested by the analysis. The transient crater may be considered as the 
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initial boundary condition of the modification stage. In this report, the nature of the 
transient crater as indicated by 1) the cratering flow field determined from numerical 
simulations (code calculations) of the excavation stage and 2) empirical and theoretical 
scaling will be investigated. The nature of the final boundary condition, i.e., the observed 
craters and basins on the Earth and other planets, and a scenario of basin formation 
relating the transient crater to the final apparent basin will be considered in a companion 
report (Croft, 1981a). 

THE NATURE OF THE TRANSIENT CRATER 
Both experiments (e.g., Gault et al., 1%8; Piekutowski, 1977) and calculations (e.g., 
Bjork, 1961; Maxwell, 1977; Orpha!, 1977; Thomsen et al., 1979; Austin et al., 1980) 
indicate that the void, or crater, generated by an impact continuously increases in volume 
from zero at the time of impact to some maximum value near the end of the excavation 
stage. In this report the term transient cavity will refer to the crater void during the time 
it is increasing in volume, whereas the term transient crater will be restricted to the crater 
void during its momentary state of maximum radial dimension, immediately before 
modifying processes such as rebound or slumping begin to act (Dence et al., 1977; Croft, 
1980). The depth/diameter ratio of the transient crater and its size relative to the final 
observed crater has been the subject of much discussion, particularly for multi-ringed 
basins (e.g., Settle and Head, 1979; Croft, 1979a, c). Relatively little, however, has been 
said about the physical state of the material comprising the walls and floor of the transient 
crater and the possible influence of that state on the modification stage. Several important 
aspects of the nature of the transient crater and its surroundings are suggested by 
consideration of the cratering flow fields that generate the transient crater and the scaling 
laws that govern its growth. 

Cratering Flow Fields: A first-order analytic description of the cratering flow fields 
generated by surface explosions called the Z-model has been developed by Maxwell 
(1977) and others (Maxwell and Seifert, 1974; Orphal, 1977). Tests of the applicability of 
the Z-model to impacts have shown that impact cratering flow fields depart significantly 
from the original Z-model, particularly near the point of impact (Thompson et al., 1979; 
Austin et al., 1980, 1981). There is calculational and observational evidence, however, that 
a first-order, semi-quantitative description of the very early and most of the late-stage 
cratering flow generated by the impact of an individual, low-porosity projectile can be 
obtained by placing the origin of a Z-model flow field at a depth of approximately one 
projectile diameter (Thompson et al., 1979; Croft, 1980). Such a flow field, illustrated in 
Fig. 1, is assumed hereafter to represent the primary spatial features of an impact 
cratering flow. The origin of the effective center of flow is the dot denoted as the EDOZ 
(Effective Depth Of Z flow). Representative flow streamlines are shown as dashed lines. 
All streamlines in a constant Z-model flow field are geometrically similar, differing from 
one another only in absolute size. This simplified flow field model provides insight into 
both the physics and spatial properties of the excavating flow. Physically, the flow 
approximates that of an incompressible fluid (cf. Austin et al., 1980). This follows in part 
from the fact that pressures during the excavation stage are very low (Orpha!, 1977), and thus 
compression of materials in the flow is negligible. The streamlines appear to pass without 
discontinuities through melted, ruptured and elastic portions of the target (Kreyenhagen 
and Schuster, 1977; Ullrich, 1976). The flow forms in response to the primary shock and 
subsequent rarefactions generated at free surfaces. This implies that radical changes in the 
shapes of streamlines can only occur at interfaces between zones of sharply differing 
shock impedances (e.g., at a solid-liquid interface). This suggests that a large-scale 
cratering flow field in a layered planetary crust consisting of a rigid lithosphere and a 
weak, deformable asthenosphere, such as the early lunar crust (Head and Solomon, 1980), 
would not be greatly different from a flow field completely within a lithosphere because 
changes in shock impedance between the lithosphere and asthenosphere would be small 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the interrelationships of the transient crater, excavation cavity (diagonally 
hatched area) and structural rim uplift implied by a modified Z-rnodel cratering flow field. The 
transient crater is defined to exist at the time of hinge formation, which is equivalent to time of 
maximum radial growth. Material from the excavation cavity originates above the hinge-streamline 
(dot-dashed streamline terminating at the hinge point) and is thrown from the crater as ejecta. 
Material below the hinge streamline never leaves the crater, but is driven downward and outward 
along the flow field streamlines, displacing an equivalent volume of material into a transient 
structural rim uplift. 

and gradual. Flow fields significantly different from the Z = 2.7 flow shown in Fig. 1 most 
likely occur in impacts on a planet with a solid crust overlying a liquid mantle, or on a 
planet with a liquid ocean overlying a solid ocean floor. 

Spatially, the flow field is divided into two parts by the hinge streamline (denoted by the 
dot-dashed line in Fig. 1), which is defined to be the streamline that passes through the 
hinge point about which the ejecta flap rotates (Maxwell, 1977; Orpha!, 1977). The two 
parts are: 1) material along streamlines above the hinge streamline (the diagonally hatched 
zone in Fig. 1) which is thrown over the rim of the crater as ejecta (the stippled strip in 
Fig. 1), and 2) material along streamlines below the hinge streamline which is driven 
downward and outward into the walls and floor of the transient crater. The diagonally 
hatched zone in Fig. 1 is defined as the excavation cavity (Croft, 1980). The excavation 
cavity is purely a spatial construct delimiting the pre-impact positions of particles that are 
ejected from the crater. The growing transient cavity never assumes the peculiar shape of 
the excavation cavity, even momentarily, because particles are moving away from the 
EDOZ simultaneously along all streamlines. The depth of excavation, de, or the greatest 
depth from which material thrown out of the crater originates, is determined by the 
lowest point of the hinge streamline, which is somewhat off-center as shown in Fig. 1. For 
typical calculated flow fields de= 0.1 Da, where Da( = 2Ra in Fig. 1) is the apparent crater 
diameter. 

The down-driven material below the hinge streamline flows in an orderly manner away 
from the EDOZ. Because of the orderly flow, no material deeper than de is exposed 
during the excavation stage. Indeed, the wall of the transient cavity will be lined with the 
highly shocked material originating in the cone immediately below the EDOZ. This highly 
shocked layer, which consists of melted target and projectile material, is thinned by flow 
along the diverging streamlines. Because of the incompressibility of the flow, the volume 
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of material between any given pair of streamlines below the hinge streamline and between 
the EDOZ and the transient crater wall displaces an approximately equivalent volume of 
material above the original ground surface at the range where the given pair of stream-
lines emerge. The equivalence of the displaced volumes is approximate because material 
in the incompressible flow may have experienced compaction or bulking induced by the 
primary shock. Such volume changes are substantial in media such as loose, dry sand, dry 
porous soil, or competent, low-porosity rock. The relation of the displaced volumes is 
indicated by the shaded areas marked fl V in Fig. 1. The uplifted material forms a 
structural rim uplift that extends with diminishing amplitude several crater radii from the 
EDOZ. The original volume of the transiently uplifted rim material is about equal to the 
original volume of ejecta (Croft, 1980; Schultz et al., 1981). Thus the volume of the 
transient crater is derived from both ejection and displacement of target material, as 
noted by Dence et al. (1977). Finally, according to the Z-model, the transient cavity 
reaches maximum volume near the time the hinge of the ejecta curtain develops and the 
continuous ejecta flap begins to fall back on itself forming the crater rim (Maxwell, 1977). 
Hence the formation of the ejecta hinge, which represents maximum radial growth, is a 
characteristic reference point that may be used to delimit the formation of the transient 
crater independent of other motions in the cratering flow. This point is of importance in 
consideration of timing of formation of the central uplift. 

Scaling: Crater scaling is a formalized technique based on dimensional analysis that in 
principle allows prediction of impact and explosion crater characteristics at energies or 
under conditions unattainable by experiment via extrapolation of systematic charac-
teristics of craters experimentally formed under known conditions. As discussed by many 
authors (e.g., Chabai, 1965; Moore et al., 1%5; Gault et al., 1975; Gault and Wedekind, 
1977; Holsapple and Schmidt, 1979), dimensions, such as depth or diameter, of small 
craters in competent media vary as the cube root of the total energy (Et), This is known 
as cube root, or strength scaling. Dimensions of small craters in granular media and large 
craters in all media vary as E:'", where the scaling coefficient a lies between 3 and 4 
(Gault, 1974; Gault et al., 1975; Holsapple and Schmidt, 1980). Because gravity dominates 
the formation of large craters, this latter type of scaling is generally referred to as gravity 
scaling. Craters are usually considered as scaling either according to strength or gravity. 
However, the physical mechanisms governing strength and gravity effects are present in 
all cratering events. The concept of applying strength and gravity scaling simultaneously 
to large craters has been used previously to investigate energy-diameter scaling relations 
(Dence et al., 1977), the state of comminution of ejected material (Schultz and Mendell, 
1978), and basin ring spacing (Croft, 1979a, b). The application of both s\rength and 
gravity scaling to large craters also leads directly to predictions about the nature of the 
transient crater and its surroundings at basin sizes (Croft, 1979a). 

Consider a suite of impact craters formed by projectiles of varying radii (rp) but 
constant composition colliding at the same velocity with a competent target of given 
composition. For this suite of craters: 1) the total impact energy, E,, is proportional tor/ 
and is initially partitioned into heat, kinetic energy (Ek), comminution (Ee), seismic waves, 
etc., in relative fractions that are independent of the magnitude of E, (Gault and Heitowit, 
1963; O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977); 2) the shock wave geometry and flow field scales with 
rp, implying that the zones of dissociated material associated with each crater are 
geometrically similar; and 3) the volume of the dissociated zone is directly proportional to 
Ee, The zone of dissociated material, called the true crater in the terminology of 
explosion craters (see below), will be referred to here by the descriptive term of strength 
crater. Geometric similarity implies that the depth/diameter ratio of the strength crater is 
constant, hence the volume of the strength crater which is proportional to the depth times 
the diameter squared is in turn proportional to the cube of the strength crater diameter, 
Ds. Constant impact velocity and projectile/target composition imply that the maximum 
strength and normalized rate of decay of the primary shock is the same for all craters in 
the suite. Constant energy partitioning and scaling of shock wave geometry with rp imply 
that the volume of the strength crater is also proportional to E,. Therefore, Ds and E, are 
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related: 

(1) 

where k. is a constant. 
For small craters where gravity is unimportant, nearly all comminuted and spalled 
material leaves the crater so that the apparent crater diameter, Da, is identical to D •. Thus 
the diameters of small craters in the suite vary as E:'3 , as assumed by strength scaling. At 
larger diameters, gravity becomes important and comminuted material remains inside the 
strength crater so that Da becomes smaller than D •. The transient crater diameters of these 
larger craters are determined by the amount of comminuted material retained within the 
strength crater by gravity, and are by definition subject to gravity scaling. A transition 
diameter, Dq, may be defined dividing strength-scaled from gravity-scaled craters in the 
suite. The apparent diameter, D8 , of gravity-scaled craters sufficiently larger than Dq vary as 
E:'a. Therefore, the relation between D8 and E, may be written: 

(2) 

where k8 is a constant. 
It must be emphasized, however, that the instantaneous velocity and initial state of 
comminution imparted to particles at a given scaled position in the strength crater relative 
to rp depends only on the strength, duration, and direction of the shock and not on local 
surface gravity. A given particle does not "know" in advance whether it will ultimately be 
ejected from the crater or not. Therefore, a strength crater, equivalent to the zone of 
dissociation around the transient cavity, exists for all craters in the suite, including those 
craters subject to gravity scaling. Elimination of E, between Eqs. (1) and (2) yields the 
relation between the strength diameter and gravity-controlled transient crater diameter 
for any crater larger than the transition diameter, Dq: 

(3) 

where it may be shown that the constant K is given by: 

(4) 

It is of interest to compare the ratio of the strength crater diameter to that of the gravity 
controlled transient crater diameter as a function of the latter: 

(5) 

which may be evaluated if Oq and a are known. As is shown in the Appendix, Oq is 
estimated to be between 5 and 10 m for impact craters in competent rock on Earth. A 
limiting value of a for the case of zero strength (i.e., no internal friction) and no velocity 
dependence is 4 (Holsapple and Schmidt, 1980). For explosion craters in soil, the observed 
value of a is near 3.4 (Nordyke, 1962). A theoretical value of a for near-surface 
explosions derived by Maxwell (1977) is 3.55, which is very close to the a = 3.56 that can 
be inferred from the centrifuge-scaled explosion experiments of Holsapple and Schmidt 
(1979). Schmidt (1980) reports centrifuge-scaled impact experiments in sand that scale 
as a = 3.61. Consequently, for impacts and explosions in granular silicate materials where 
the internal friction is non-zero, a appears to be between 3.4 and 3.6. Figure 2 shows the 
ratio D./D8 calculated from Eq. (5) for a = 3.4 and 3.56, and Dq = 10 m on Earth. As 
shown in the Appendix, Dq is proportional to g-1, hence the D./D8 curves for the moon, 
whose surface gravity is one-sixth that of Earth, were calculated assuming Dq for impacts 
into competent lunar rocks is -60 m. The size of the strength crater becomes sub-
stantially larger than the gravity-controlled transient crater for kilometer-sized craters on 
both the Earth and the Moon (Fig. 2). Interestingly, D./D8 -2 or -3 for a = 3.4 and 3.56, 
respectively, at the diameter of transition between simple and complex craters on both 
Earth (Dence et al. 1977) and the moon (Pike, 1977). It is inferred from Figure 2 that 
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Fig. 2. The ratio of the diameter of the strength crater, D,, to the diameter of the gravity controlled 
transient crater (Dg or Die) as a function of the transient crater diameter scaling coefficient a and the 
strength-gravity transition diameter. At basin dimensions, the strength crater becomes several times 
larger than the transient crater, implying that the transient crater effectively forms in a cohesionless 
target. The dashed lines correspond to the diameters (De,) of the simple-complex crater mor-
phological transition on Earth and the moon. 

the transient crater forms as a relatively small cavity inside a larger zone of comminuted 
material for even modest-sized craters. 

Holsapple and Schmidt (1979) have constructed a set of scaling parameters that well 
illustrate the strength-gravity scaling transition. Figure 3 is a plot of two of their 
dimensionless Pi quantities re-written for the impact case: cratering efficiency as a 
function of the gravity-scaled total energy. The heavy horizontal line represents the mean 
Pi values of a suite of impact craters formed in constant strength competent ( = cohesive) 
target material at a constant velocity. The heavy diagonal line is the mean curve fit to impact 
craters in a cohesionless material: Ottawa sand (Schmidt, 1980). The three light solid lines are 
plots of Gault's (1973) ejected mass-energy relation for impacts into competent blocks of 
granite and basalt converted into Pi coordinates. The dashed portions of the lines are 
extrapolations. The dots on the three lines are not data, but mean values calculated from 
Gault's relation assuming the energies (in ergs) shown by each dot, the velocity labeling each 
line (covering the velocity range of Gault's data), and the mean densities of the projectiles 
and targets. The only data point shown is that of a 30 cm diameter crater in granite made by a 
7 .3 km/sec impact (Horz, 1%9), one of the largest craters in Gault's data set. Several points 
can be made. First, the Pi quantities emphasize the dependence of cratering efficiency (grams 
ejected per gram of projectile) on velocity, which implies that adopting a given energy-
diameter scaling relation for all craters on a given planet also implies adopting a mean 
planetary impact velocity. Consequently, some variability in craters of a given size on a given 
planet may be expected from a suite of impactors arriving at the planetary surface at different 
velocities. Second, the positive slopes of the Gault data reflect the decrease in effective 
strength of competent rocks with increasing crater size. This weakening has been attributed 
to flaw sizes in the target proportional to the crater size (Moore et al., 1965). The weakening 
may also reflect the time-dependent fracture properties of brittle solids reported by Curran et 
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Fig. 3. Dimensionless Pi-group diagram relating cratering efficiency and the scaled energy. Strength-
dominated craters in ideal cohesive substances such as clay plot as horizontal lines. Gravity-
dominated craters in cohesionless materials plot as diagonal lines with negative slopes. The 
positively sloped Jines are strength-dominated craters in brittle rock showing the effects of size-
related weakening or time-dependent fracturing. This type of diagram may be used to find the 
transition diameter between strength and gravity dominated scaling regimes for craters in a given 
target material. 

al. (1977), which indicate that the extent of fracturing within a given volume of a brittle solid 
depends on the applied peak stress, the duration of stresses above a critical value, and the 
inherent flaw-size distribution within the target medium. A constant impact velocity, impact 
energy increases with the mass, and hence diameter, of the projectile, but the peak stresses 
remain the same. The duration of the shock pulse seen at any point within the target is 
roughly proportional to the time the primary shock in the projectile takes to reach the rear 
surface of the projectile (cf. Kieffer and Simonds, 1980). Consequently, the absolute 
duration of stress above a given level experienced at a given scaled point in the target relative 
to the projectile radius increases with the absolute size of the projectile. This implies that 
fracturing is more complete in larger impacts than smaller impacts. (The slopes of the lines in 
Pi space in Fig. 3 might be expected to approach zero for projectiles large enough to produce 
shock pulses long enough to allow fracturing at a given pressure to go to completion.) The 
increase in size of the largest particles ejected from impact craters approximately as D;13 

(Moore, 1972) may be in part a reflection of more complete fracturing in larger craters. 
Craters in non-brittle target materials such as clay do plot along a horizontal line. Third, and 
most important for the present discussion, from the data of Holsapple and Schmidt (1979) 
and Schmidt (1980), the transition from strength to gravity scaling is obvious and appears to 
be fairly sharp, occurring within an order of magnitude of TI2. The transion energy, defined as 
the scaled energy at the intersection between the horizontal and sloping data branches, is the 
energy required to form a crater with apparent diameter Dq, 

Implications for the Transient Crater: The properties of the excavating flow field and 
the consequences of gravity vs. strength scaling for individual craters may be combined 
to construct a plausible model for the transient crater (Fig. 4). It is suggested that the 
primary properties of the transient crater are: 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of relation of transient and strength craters for a basin-sized event. The transient 
crater is a relatively small cavity inside a much larger zone of crushed and moving materials. 
Comparison with small-scale craters indicate that material in the strength crater may be divided into 
an inner crushed zone where compressive failure has been important, and an outer spall zone where 
tensile failure has dominated. The boundary between the two zones may represent a discontinuity in 
material strength properties in the fragmented material. A similar discontinuity may also occur at the 
edge of the strength crater. Depending on the time scale of the driving mechanisms, the central uplift 
may or may not exist at the time of maximum radial expansion of the crater. 

1) The transient crater is a small, deep, melt-lined cavity at the center of a much larger 
zone of dissociated material. For example, for the 700 km diameter gravity-scaled 
transient cavity shown in Fig. 4 ( ~ D,c for the Imbrium basin, Croft, 1979a), the 
surrounding zone of dissociated material is seen from Fig. 2 to be ~3.5 (a= 3.4) to ~5.5 
(a = 3.56) times larger. The zone of dissociated material inside the strength crater is 
created by the passage of the primary shock and associated rarefactions and hence exists 
at the beginning of the excavation stage. Therefore, craters forming in originally com-
petent targets whose gravity-scaled transient crater diameters are sufficiently larger than 
Dq effectively form in a cohesionless medium. This conclusion was also reached by Schmidt 
(1980) through consideration of explosion crater scaling. In addition, as the transient 
crater becomes progressively smaller relative to the strength crater with in:creasing absolute 
Ds, the material comprising the walls of the transient crater originate at scaled positions 
progressively closer to the projectile and hence experience higher peak shock pressures. 
Consequently, particles in transient crater walls become relatively more finely comr.iinuted 
and travel at relatively higher velocities with increasing D •. With increasing particle velocity 
and decreasing particle size, both the Froude number (ratio of inertial to gravitational forces) 
and the Reynolds number (ratio of inertial to viscuous forces) of the flow within and around 
the transient cavity increase, implying that the approximation of fluid flow inherent in the 
Z-model description of the excavation stage becomes better with increasing D •. Con-
sequently, the value of the scaling coefficient a at crater diameters of hundreds to thousands 
of kilometers is not expected to depart greatly from the range 3.4 :5 a ::; 3.6 derived from 
explosion and impact craters in cohesionless media at small scales. 

Croft (1980) has proposed that the nature of the Z-model flow field implies that the 
excavation cavities of craters and basins of all diameters ( Dq) are geometrically similar, 
i.e., they exhibit proportional growth. This suggestion is based on the following reasoning: 
particles throughout the entire cratered half-space flow along streamlines away from the 
point of impact with initial velocities that depend on their scaled positions. The planet's 
gravitational field determines which of the streamlines becomes the hinge streamline. 
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Because all streamlines are geometrically similar (except very near the EDOZ), the 
dimensions of the excavation cavity remain proportional regardless of which streamline 
becomes the hinge streamline. The formation of the transient crater is governed by the 
same factors of gravity, interstreamline friction, etc., that determine the size of the 
excavation cavity within the flow field, but is nonetheless a separate process. The 
similarity of physical mechanisms suggests that dimensions of the transient crater are also 
proportional. The depth/diameter ratios of the transient cavities of large terrestrial 
complex craters ( ~0.3) estimated from displacements of shatter cones and flat-lying strata 
are similar to the depth/diameter ratios of transient cavities of smaller simple 
craters estimated from locations of highly shocked material (Dence et al., 1977). These 
observations are consistent with proportional growth. However, transient craters are, by 
definition, temporary structures that leave virtually no permanent markers (Croft, 1980). 
Geological estimates of the transient crater depths, in particular, are minimum depths. If, 
as suggested by Schultz et al. (1981), the projectile penetration depth at fixed impact 
velocity is assumed to scale with the projectile diameter and the transient crater diameter 
is governed by gravity scaling, then the depth/diameter ratio of basin-sized transient 
craters approaches unity. Thus the depth of the 700 km transient crater shown in Fig. 4 is 
probably as deep or deeper than drawn. (The possible distortion of the transient crater by 
the dynamic central uplift indicated by the heavy dashed line is dicussed below.) 

For given flow fields in increasingly larger gravitational fields, or increasingly larger 
flow fields in a given gravity field, the hinge streamline becomes relatively closer to the 
EDOZ, trapping a relatively larger fraction of the streamlines within the transient crater. 
Consequently, the amount of melt and highly shocked material lining the transient crater 
becomes relatively larger with increasing crater size and/or increasing surface gravity. 
This mechanism provides a qualitative physical explanation for the relation of melt 
volume to crater volume derived by O'Keefe and Ahrens (1977) from calculated shock-
melting relations and Maxwell's (1977) energy-diameter scaling law derived from the 
Z-model flow field. It must be noted that the hypothesis of formation of a deep transient 
crater which modifies into a shallow final crater is based, as mentioned above, on both 
interpretations of geologic data from a number of terrestrial impact craters and on 
numerical simulations of cratering flows generated by impacts of individual, low porosity 
projectiles. There are, however, some terrestrial craters, notably Flynn Creek (Roddy, 
1979), whose structures are difficult to interpret in terms of a deep excavation cavity and 
transient crater. There are at least two possible resolutions to this discrepancy. First, the 
extent of the transient crater is difficult to determine from geologic data alone because of 
the possibility of reversability of cratering flow during modification (Schmidt and Hol-
sapple, 1981; Croft, 1981b) and the general lack of geologic structures other than the 
hinge zone directly associated with the transient crater. Second, shallow transient craters 
have been obtained experimentally by impacts of clusters of projectiles (Schultz et al., 
1980) and in calculated impacts of extremely high-porosity projectiles (O'Keefe and 
Ahrens, 1980; Roddy et al., 1980), analogous to a cluster impact. As noted by Passey and 
Melosh (1980) and Melosh and Passey (1980), meteoroids over a broad range in strength, 
mass, and velocity break up into clusters of particles upon entering Earth's atmos-
phere. Depending upon velocity and impact angle, etc., a broken-up meteoroid may reach 
Earth's surface as either a compact or dispersed cluster of particles creating, 
respectively, a presumably shallow, single cluster-impact crater or a strewn crater field. 
Because both individual meteoroids and broken-up compact clusters are expected to 
strike the surface of Earth, both types of craters (and gradations in between) ought to 
be present. Craters like Flynn Creek are possibly members of the cluster-impact category. 
It is recognized that these suggestions do not resolve the problem in any final way (cf. 
Schmidt and Holsapple, 1981), but a complete discussion is beyond the scope of this 
report. On the strength of individual projectile impacts calculations and the geologic 
inferences of most terrestrial craters, however, it is assumed that most large-scale craters 
do go through a deep transient crater phase. 

2) Material strength properties increase significantly with increasing range from the 
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point of impact. Because material at increasing ranges from the point of impact 
experience progressively smaller peak shock pressures, the extent of comminution and 
fracturing also decreases with increasing range. The zones of shock-induced damage 
shown around the transient crater in Fig. 4 are found in both decimeter-sized impact 
craters (Gault and Heitowit, 1%3; Horz, 1969; Curran et al., 1977) and decimeter to 
decameter-sized explosion craters (Davis, 1970; Kutter and Fairhurst, 1971; Rooke et al., 
1974, Curran et al., 1977) in hard rock. In the crushed zone ("powder zone" of Davis, 1970), 
shock pressures greatly exceed the compressive strength of the material, and the rock is 
crushed to very small particle size by compressive failure. Farther from the point of impact, 
shock pressures decay below the compressive strength, hence a spall zone ("block zone" of 
Davis, 1970) is formed by tensile and shear failure. The crushed and spall zones together 
comprise the true crater of explosion terminology (Davis, 1970), and the strength crater 
discussed in this report. Rock within the crushed and spall zones is dissociated, and is almost 
completely ejected from craters smaller than the strength-gravity transition diameter Dq. 
Shear and tensile failure continues beyond the outer surface of the spall zone, but as the 
fracture density decreases with increasing range from the point of impact, the fracture 
network becomes increasingly unconnected, displacements become smaller, and the 
quasi-elastic rupture zone grades into the unfractured elastic zone. The decrease in fracture 
density with increasing range from the point of impact implies that strength properties such 
as resistance to shear will increase from very small values at the transient crater wall to 
competent rock values in the elastic zone, as indicated schematically in the inset in Fig. 4. 
Particle sizes differ sharply between the crushed and spall zones, particles in the spall zone 
being substantially larger, due to the different fracture mechanisms operating in each zone. 
This may become important for large impact craters because above a certain transient crater 
diameter, material from the crushed zone as well as the spall zone will be retained in the walls 
of the transient crater. This raises the possibility of a discontinuity in strength properties with 
increasing range in the dissociated zone of very large craters due to a discontinuity in 
fracture density. This possibility is also indicated schematically in the inset in Fig. 4. 
Lithostatic pressure, which becomes important at large crater diameters, may emphasize the 
difference between the two zones: tensile cracks will not form where the lithostatic pressure 
at depth exceeds the strength of the rarefaction that would form a tensile crack under 
conditions of zero confining pressure. On the other hand, dynamic compressive strengths 
estimated for rocks used in impact experiments (Gault and Heitowit, 1963) are similar to 
maximum yield strengths (von Mises limit) used in cratering codes (O'Keefe and Ahrens, 
1981; Ullrich, 1976). Because maximum yield strengths define that portion of the failure 
surface that is independent of the confining pressure (Kreyenhagen and Schuster, 1977) it 
appears that the dimensions of the crushed zone are unaffected by lithostatic pressure. 
Existence of an asthenosphere at depth, which implies a lessening of the maximum yield 
strength, might even allow the crushed zone to extend to greater relative depths. 
Consequently, for very large craters, the crushed zone in Fig. 4 will be relatively unaffected, 
whereas the rupture and spall zones may be considerably shallower. 

3) Material in the dissociated zone is in motion and dynamically uplifted. Near the time 
when the transient cavity reaches maximum dimensions, the ejecta hinge begins to form 
and the transient crater is defined to exist, material throughout the entire flow field is still 
in motion. Particles near or above the original ground surface are traveling primarily 
upward along ballistic paths, and will continue to do so long after the transient crater has 
begun to modify. Therefore, the physical state of the transient crater is a dynamic one 
analogous to that of a vertically thrown ball at the apex of its trajectory. 

4) The elastic zone surrounding the strength crater is dynamically strained and uplifted. 
Because maximum shock and rarefaction pressures and macroscopic strains decrease 
with increasing distance from the point of impact, the zone of dissociation grades into a 
quasi-elastic zone of unconnected fractures (the rupture zone) which in turn grades into 
an elastic zone of undeformed rock. Because streamlines continue from dissociated to 
elastic material, it follows that the ruptured and elastic zones are stressed outward and 
upward (into the transient rim uplift) when the transient crater forms. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE TRANSIENT CRATER MODEL 

The proposed state of the transient crater shown in Fig. 4 possesses several potential 
sources of energy available to drive modification. The most obvious modifying force 
is gravity (e.g., Dence, 1968; Melosh, 1977), which acts to pull fragmental material 
downward and subsequently inward toward the transient crater. Gravity alone is 
insufficient to cause collapse of a static crater even in cohesionless material for 
depth/diameter ratios equivalent to, or even significantly larger than, the -0.2 ratio 
typical of fresh, simple craters, unless unusually low angles of internal friction are 
assumed (Dent, 1973; Melosh, 1977; McKinnon, 1978). However, the material surrounding 
the transient crater in Fig. 4 is not only fragmented (i.e., cohesionless), but is also in 
motion, i.e., in a dynamic state. The motion is ballistic near the transient crater rim, 
implying internal friction to be virtually non-existent. In addition, the fragmented material 
within the strength crater is dynamically uplifted. Hence during ballistic relaxation, 
individual particles will travel through a large vertical drop in free fall, gaining consider-
able kinetic energy before interacting again as a continuous medium. Such large gains in 
kinetic energy due to extensive free-fall in a gravitational field appear to generate the 
conditions necessary to fluidize dry, long run-out landslides on the Earth (Hsii, 1975). 
Consequently, the inner portions (at least) of the crushed zone probably fluidize (Croft, 
1979a), possibly by the acoustic fluidization mechanism proposed by Melosh (1979). 
Because of its fragmental and dynamic nature, the rim of the transient crater will 
probably be lost as a distinct structure during modification. Farther out in the crushed 
zone, both the extent of fragmentation and the amount of gravitational potential energy 
decrease, hence failure will probably become restricted to increasingly narrow fault 
zones. 

Elastic energy has been suggested as a possible energy source early in the cratering 
event as pressure release and generation of volumetric bulking by shock induced 
fracturing produce a "spring action" that causes dynamic rebound of the crater floor 
(Ullrich, 1976; Ullrich et al., 1977). However, the (quasi-) elastic zone surrounding the 
strength crater is strained along streamlines into a dynamic structural uplift. If, as 
suggested by Maxwell and Seifert (1974) and Croft (1980), the cratering motions measured 
by Cooper and Sauer (1977) for explosions in hard-rock media represent dynamical strain 
due to the cratering flow field, then the volume of the (quasi-) elastic uplift is about one 
half the volume of the transient crater volume for craters near Dq. If, in addition, as 
suggested by Cooper and Sauer (1977), about half of the dynamic uplift is lost during 
relaxation, then about one fourth of the transient crater volume is recovered dynamically 
from the elastic zone. This elastically recovered volume, if indeed it exists, would become 
increasingly important at larger diameters as the gravity-controlled transient crater 
becomes smaller relative to the strength-scaled deformed elastic zone. 

The release of gravitationally driven energy mechanisms presumably operate on a time 
scale comparable to the time required to excavate the crater, while elastically driven 
energy mechanisms operate on an elastic time scale. Consequently, gravity mechanisms 
have been presumed to act late in the cratering event, while elastic mechanisms presum-
ably operate early. However, as discussed by Gault and Wedekind (1977), gravitational 
time scales for cratering events vary as D!'2 , whereas elastic time scales vary as D/. 
Figure 5 shows extrapolations of gravitationally controlled crater excavation times found 
by Gault and Wedekind (1977) for sand craters and elastically controlled cratering 
motions and floor rebound times drawn from both observation and calculations of both 
impact (Kreyenhagen and Schuster, 1977) and explosion (Ullrich, 1976; Orphal, 1977; 
Cooper and Sauer, 1977; Dzwilewski and Ullrich, 1980) events. Cratering motions apparently 
occur over time scales an order of magnitude longer than the prompt floor rebound. At 
diameters of hundreds of meters or less, elastic response times are orders of magnitude 
shorter than gravitational response times. However, as implied by the extrapolations in Fig. 
5, at scales of tens to hundreds of kilometers, both elastic and gravitational times scales 
became comparable. Consequently, elastic response mechanisms may become important in 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of extrapolated time scales of gravity controlled crater excavation and elastically 
controlled cratering motions and floor rebound. The solid portion of the cratering motions line is the 
range of actual data for explosions in hard rock (Cooper and Sauer, 1977), the dashed portions are 
extrapolations. The elastic floor rebound curves are t ex D curves fit to Kreyenhagen and Schuster's 
(1977) floor rebound calculated for a hypervelocity impact of water on graphite and adjusted to the 
rim diameters assuming various gravities and values of a. The rebound times of Mixed Company II 
(Ullrich, 1976), and Mixed Company III (Dzwilewski and Ullrich, 1980) are consistent with the 
curves but not used in the calculation. The rebound time for Johnie Boy (Orpha), 1977) is not 
consistent, giving an indication of the uncertainty in the curves. The cratering motion times of 
Mineral Rock and Mixed Company III are both from Cooper and Sauer (1977), but were not used in 
the determination of their curve for buried explosions. Interpretation of the significance of these data 
is subject to some dispute. 

the late stage modification of very large transient craters. Recognizing the uncertainties and 
gross extrapolations involved in Fig. 5, the apparent coincidence of cratering motion time 
scales with excavation time scales near diameters corresponding to the simple-complex 
crater morphology transition (Pike, 1977) on both Earth and Moon but may or may not be 
significant. 

Central uplifts are characteristic of terrestrial complex craters (e.g., Dence et al., 1977). 
The timing of the formation of the uplift relative to crater excavation are disputed. Both 
the lack of breccia under toppled blocks in the central uplift of Gosses Bluff (Milton et 
al., 1972) and the occurrence of certain classes of dike breccias at the Ries (Pohl et al., 
1977) and other terrestrial craters (Lambert, 1980) suggest that the rebound occurred 
before excavation and/or rim collapse were complete. Consequently, elastic or rarefac-
tion (Milton et al., 1972) mechanisms have been suggested as the driving mechanisms as 
opposed to gravity (Dence, 1968; Melosh, 1977). However, the convergence of elastic and 
gravitational time scales at large diameters implied in Fig. 5 weakens arguments for 
elastic rebound mechanisms on the basis of timing alone. Indeed, central rebounds begin 
to form in both low- (Harlow and Shannon, 1967) and hyper-velocity (Gault and Greeley, 
1978) impact craters in water before maximum radial growth occurs. These rebounds are 
almost surely gravity driven. Gravity-driven rebound also concentrates enough 
kinetic energy to lift the rebounded materials far above the level of the original ground 
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surface. Consequently, the mechanisms driving the rebound, and hence the timing relative 
to the excavation time, are still uncertain. The position of the floor of the transient crater 
at the time of hinge formation represented in Fig. 4 may be deep, as indicated by the solid 
melt line, or in the process of dynamically rebounding, as indicated by the wavy dashed 
line. 

The shrinking of the transient crater relative to the crushed zone of the strength crater 
indicated in Figs. 2 and 4 suggests difficulties with basin formation models such as the nested 
crater model of Hodges and Wilhelms (1978) who suggest that basin morphology and ring 
structure are the result of strength discontinuities in the planetary crusts. Consider a surface 
cohesionless layer in Fig. 4 with a thickness 1/2 the depth of the indicated transient crater 
depth overlying a competent layer at depth. The crushed zone extends a considerable 
distance into the competent substrate, rendering its material properties virtually identical to 
those of the surface cohesionless layer at the beginning of the excavation phase. Thus at 
large diameters the transient crater forms entirely within the crushed zone and never "sees" 
the competent lower layer, except possibly as a perturbation in the shapes of some 
streamlines. This suggests that strength differences are erased during the high-pressure 
phase for large-scale craters. Consequently, the nested crater structure found for decimeter-
sized craters formed by impacts into sand over basalt by Quaide and Oberbeck (1968), 
frequently cited as support for nested-crater models, is an appropriate analog for craters near 
the gravity-strength transition diameter (D. = DJ where strength is still important (on the 
order of a few hundred meters on the moon), but inapplicable for large craters and basins 
(D.~DJ. 

For virtually all transient crater diameters relative to basin ring structures that have 
been suggested (e.g., Head, 1974; Dence, 1976; Hodges and Wilhelms, 1978; Croft, 1979a), 
the ratio D./D8 indicated in Fig. 2 at basin sizes implies that, with the possible exception 
of the vague Outer Rings (Croft, 1979a), the entire ring structure of basins on terrestrial 
planets form inside the dissociated zone of the strength crater. This result suggests that 
models of ring formation employing elastic slabs over a liquid mantle (Melosh and 
McKinnon, 1978) or plastic asthenosphere (McKinnon, 1980) are physically inappropriate. 
In these models, material in the liquid or plastic layer is assumed to flow into the transient 
crater, creating drag on the bottom of the elastic zone at the planetary surface, and failure 
is assumed to occur in the elastic slab where stresses are greatest. If the transient cr&ter 
model proposed here is correct, the fractured and dynamic material forming the rings 
within the strength crater do not behave elastically at all. Conceivably, the location of 
failure scarps such as the Cordillera of the Orientale Basin (Head, 1974; Croft, 1979a) 
would be more influenced by the change of strength properties with increasing range from 
the point of impact than by fluid stresses accumulating at depth. The transient crater 
model also beclouds the role of the planetary thermal structure on ring formation 
suggested by Head and Solomon (1980) because: 1) they assume the elastic model of 
Melosh and McKinnon (1978) is correct, and 2) the brittle-ductile transition defining the 
(dynamic) lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary is not only temperature dependent, but 
also rate dependent (Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975). Hence fragmentation and formation of a 
deformable zone at depth during the short time scale of shock passage and material 
failure may be relatively insensitive to the planetary thermal structure. 

CONCLUSION 
The nature of the transient crater at the end of the excavation stage of the cratering 
process has been investigated by combining the properties of cratering flow fields and the 
implications of gravity and strength scaling applied to individual craters at basin dimen-
sions. The resulting model transient crater has the following properties: 

1. The gravity-scaled transient crater is a relatively small, deep, melt-lined cavity at 
the center of a much larger zone of dissociated material whose dimensions are governed 
by strength scaling. 
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TABLE 1. Definition of symbols 
a Energy-diameter scaling coefficient 
de depth of excavation (Fig. 1) 
D. Apparent crater diameter 

D,c 
Ee 
fa 
E, 

EDOZ 
K 

Apparent diameter of the simple-complex crater morphologic transition 
Apparent diameter of gravity-scaled crater 
Apparent diameter of crater at the strength scaling gravity scaling transition 
Diameter of strength-scaled (true) crater 
Apparent diameter of gravity controlled transient crater 
portion of total impact energy partitioned into comminution 
portion of total impact energy partitioned into kinetic energy 
total impact energy 
Effective center of modified Z-model flow field (Fig. 1) 
proportionality constant between D8 and D, 

k8 proportionality constant between E, and D8 
k, proportionality constant between E, and D, 
Ilv Dimensionless cratering efficiency (Fig. 3) 
IL Dimensionless gravity-scaled energy (Fig. 3) 
Ra Apparent crater radius (Fig. 1) 
rp Spherical projectile radius 
z Dimensionless parameter describing streamline curvature in cratering flow field 

2. Material in the dissociated zone at the time of hinge formation (maximum radial 
growth of the transient crater) is in motion and dynamically uplifted. 

3. The elastic zone surrounding the strength crater is dynamically strained and 
uplifted. 

4. Material strength properties in the fragmented zone increase significantly, possibly 
discontinuously, with increasing range from the point of impact. 

The inferred properties of the transient crater imply that: 1) both gravitational and 
elastic energy sources are available to drive the modification stage; 2) because frag-
mented material in the transient crater wall is in motion, d}namic rather than static 
physical mechanisms should be applied to determine subsequent particle motions, and 3) the 
large extent of the fragmented zone beyond the transient cavity at basin dimensiom; imply 
that Marly all basin rings form inside the strength crater, implying that ring formation 
mechanisms based on strength discontinuities or elastic lithospheric/aesthenospheric 
properties of planetary crusts are physically unrealistic. The nature of the transient crater 
and its surroundings at basin dimensions should not be neglected in construction of models 
of ring formation and basin modification because it represents the initial boundary condition 
from which the final basin structure is derived. 
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APPENDIX: DETERMINATION OF THE STRENGTH-GRAVITY 
SCALING TRANSITION DIAMETER 

A. Theoretical: 
Paralleling the procedure of Holsapple and Schmidt (1979) for explosion craters, the transition 
diameter Dq between strength scaled and gravity scaled impact craters is defined as the diameter of 
the crater on the IL, TI2 curve shown in Fig. 3 at the transition energy defined by the intersection of 
the asymptotes of the cohesive and non-cohesive branches of the Ilv, Il2 relation. The dot on the Ilv, 
Il2 curve above the arrow indicating the transition energy is the location of Dq. Assuming a constant 
cohesion solid and re-writing eq. 4.30 of Holsapple and Schmidt (1979) for impact craters yields the 
following relation which adequately represents both branches of the data: 

(Al) 

where c is the cohesion, p is the target density, U is the impact velocity, tan <1> is the angle of internal 
friction, c, and c2 are empirically determined constants, and k is a measure of the relative importance 
of potential energy to the strength due to confining pressure on the internal friction. The asymptotic 
solutions are: 

[ 2c ]-c, 
Ilv = c, pff1 (A2) 

for strength dominated craters, and 

(A3) 
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for gravity dominated craters. The value of Il2 at the intersection, defined as Il2., is equal to: 

2c 
Ilz. = p U2(k + tan cf>) 

Substituting TI2. from Eq. (A4) into Eq. (Al) yields the value of Ilv at the transition energy, Eq: 

( 4c )-c, 
Ilvq = c, plY 

(A4) 

(A5) 

where Ilvq is the cratering efficiency at the transition energy. If the crater shape is assumed to be 
approximately constant near the transition, then crater volume may be expressed as: 

V = S'D3 

and Ilvq by definition (cf. Fig. 3) becomes: 

S'D 3 U2 II - q p 
vq - 2Eq (A6) 

where Dq is the transition diameter. Substituting for Il2. in Eq. (A4) using the definition given for Il2 
in Fig. 3 (Note that for Il2 = Il2., E, = Eq) and solving for Eq yields: 

(A7) 

The transition diameter, Dq, may be found by eliminating Eq in Eq. (A6) using Eq. (A7), eliminating 
Ilvq in Eq. (A5) using Eq. (A6), and solving for Dq: 

(AS) 

Eq. (AS) explicitly shows the inverse gravitational dependence of Dq on surface gravity, g. Dq is also 
a function of cohesion, impact velocity, target and projectile densities, and the angle of internal 
friction of the target material. 

B. Empirical 
The transition diameter Dq in hard rock on the Earth can be constrained from several sets of data: 

1. Gault (1973) gives equations relating energy, ejected mass and crater diameter for impacts into 
basalt and granite at velocities primarily around 6 km/sec. The diameter is the strength diameter, 
which at this scale is also the spall diameter, which is usually 2- 3x the diameter of the crushed 
zone. Gault states that these equations should not be extrapolated beyond energies of 1015 - 1016 erg, 
which corresponds to diameters of -4 - 9 m. This is because "spall-Iike plates ... settle 
down ... with small upward final displacements" in explosions in hard rock near these energies. The 
gravitational settling of spall plates implies the onset of diminishing Dg relative to Ds, placing Dq near 
4-9 m in hard rock. 

2. Explosion craters in taconite (a chert, p = 3.7) by Gnirk and Pfleider (1968) are at energies near 
1014 ergs. The craters are free of spall plates and display the irregular plan and somewhat conic 
shapes found in the laboratory scale impacts. The crater shapes are strongly affected by joint 
systems in the rocks. The craters are -7- 8 min diameter, near the diameters predicted by Gaults's 
(1973) energy-diameter relation. The lack of spall plates in the craters implies them to be smaller than 
D0 , and sets a lower bound on Dq of - 7 - 8 m. 

3. Assuming the validity of the Holsapple and Schmidt (1979) scaling, D0 can be estimated from 
the intercept of Gault (1973) scaled impact data in hard rock with scaled impact data in sand from 
Schmidt 0980) and Oberbeck (1970). The relations are shown in Fig. 3 and indicate intercepts near 
1014 - 1015 erg. Moore (1976) tried a similar comparison and found an intercept near 1016 ergs with 
approximately an order of magnitude uncertainty. The predicted values of Dq from this technique are -2 
to -20m. 

4. Estimates of Dq can be obtained from large explosion craters in rock assuming the apparent 
diameter D. equals D8, and the true diameter D, equal to the strength diameter D •. The explosion 
craters Mineral Rock and Mine Ore in tonalite (Davis, 1970; Davis and Carnes, 1972) both retained 
material inside the strength craters. Their energies were both near 4 x 10'" ergs and their apparent 
and true diameters were 21.6 and 17.7 m, and 19.2 and 14.0 m, respectively. Calculating Dq from Eqs. 
(3) and (4) in the text for a between 3.4 and 3.6 yielded values of Dq between 2 and 10 m. Both 
Mineral Rock and Mine Ore were effectively tangent-above bursts (height-of-burst= 0.9 charge 
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radius). From Schmidt (1980, Fig. 7), it is estimated that the cratering efficiency of tangent-above bursts 
is about an order of magnitude smaller than the cratering efficiency of impacts with the same energy 
density; i.e .• in Eq. (Al), c1 (impacts)- 10 c1 (surface-tangent bursts). From Eq. (A8), all other variables 
assumed equal, Dq varies by cl'3, indicating that Dq for surface-tangent bursts is -1/2 Dq for impacts. 
Consequently, the impact equivalent Dq for Mineral Rock and Mine Ore is between 4 and 20 m. 

All four sets of data are consistent, and imply Eq = 1014 - 1016 erg and Dq = 5 - 10 m in hard rock on 
Earth. The value of Dq assumed in Fig. 2 is 10 m. This value of Dq can be extrapolated to hard-rock 
surfaces on other planets using Eq. (A7). It must be kept in mind the Dq represents a mean transition 
diameter. Prominent strength effects due to layering, etc., are expected in craters in rock up to -10 Dq, or 
about 100 m on Earth and nearly 1 km on Moon. 
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